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Format
Panel discussions will enable
participants to gain exclusive
insights from sector leaders and
innovators from around the
world. Discussions will offer an
opportunity to contrast policy
and business experience in
setting up and managing clean
energy systems.

Dinner
Participants are invited to join
an evening reception at the
Tangla Hotel on 21 May 2018
(18:00). Enquiries and RSVP to
Karen Smith
kxs@hydropower.org

Beijing forum on hydropower &

future energy
systems

Introduction:
accelerating the deployment
of renewable energy systems

A global transition energy
systems is underway, driven by
ambitions to improve energy
security, address and minimise
environmental impacts, and
achieve universal energy
access. This transition involves
a fundamental transformation
of the way societies supply,
distribute and use energy.
The adoption and increased
utilisation of renewable energies
is an essential and important
pillar of the transition. Over the
past decade, the deployment
of renewable energies has
increased dramatically, led by
technological improvements
and cost reductions, especially
for wind and solar. The impact
of increased penetration
especially of variable and
intermittent renewables will
mean a (r)evolution of the
power sector, which poses
significant challenges and
opportunities. Hydropower
has played an important role in
this context, supporting power
systems around the world in
the form of grid balancing and

baseload generation. Together
with enhanced control and
information technologies, these
changes have made an allrenewable future more plausible.
Future energy systems will
require holistic management
so that the security of supply is
ensured over the short and long
term. Power systems planning
and operation comprise a
chain of sequential decisions
that range from expanding
generation capacity and
transmission networks over
long timescales, to short-term
decisions such as the dispatch
of generation units and the
utilisation of reserve and storage
capabilities.
In addition to taking into
account technical constraints,
the design and planning of
future clean energy systems
must be guided by economic
considerations that maximise
social welfare, while ensuring
system reliability, environmental
protection and maximising
system value. The transition

will influence all scales of
power systems: from regional
power systems to virtual power
plants aggregating multiple
decentralised grid actors into a
single entity, to technological
innovations co-locating flexible
and variable sources.
This high-level forum is a
step towards the 2019 World
Hydropower Congress in
Paris, where more than 1,000
hydropower, water and energy
experts and decision-makers will
gather to assess progress on the
Paris Agreement and Sustainable
Development Goals.
The Beijing Forum is bringing
together more than 100
participants with experience in
planning and developing small
and large-scale energy systems,
including the implementation
of regional interconnection
projects.
Further information on IHA and
its work programme is available
at www.hydropower.org
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PART 1

HYDROPOWER
The first high-level thematic session
will address the current relationships
between hydropower and climate,
environment protection and
the energy transition. Policy and
business leaders will share insights
into modern hydropower operation,
informed policy-making, and the
best way to manage water resources
utilisation sustainably in the face of
urgent development challenges.
International experts and
governmental officials will share
their experience and vision, with
the objective of promoting further
understanding and recognition, both
in public and the government, of
the importance of accelerating the
energy transition towards a more
sustainable energy mix.
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This session will also address the
policy and international mechanisms
to support the energy transition and
ensure continued engagement at all
levels of decision-making.
Designed as a dialogue between
decision-makers from different
sectors, this session will cover
the following topics: the role of
hydropower in climate change
mitigation and the energy
transition; policy and measures to
develop hydropower sustainably
and make an optimal use of water
resources; opportunities and
challenges for hydropower to
serve social development; benefits
and experiences of hydropower
operations.

Beijing forum on hydropower &

future energy
systems

MONDAY 21

09:30 12:30

THEME 1
Policy and business perspectives
on hydropower
Sha Xianhua
Executive Vice-President
China Three Gorges Corporation

Jia Jinsheng
Vice-President and Secretary General
CHINCOLD

Zhang Ye
President
China Society for Hydropower Engineering

Wang Yinan
Professor, Resources and Environmental
Policy Research Institute

Richard Taylor
CEO
International Hydropower Association

Paulo Maranhão
Advisor to the Executive Technical Director
Itaipu Binacional

Blanca Jimenez Cisneros
Director
Water Sciences, UNESCO

Colin Clark
Chief Technical Officer
Brookfield Renewables
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high-level forum and workshop on

future energy
systems
PART 2

ENABLING THE

ENERGY
TRANSITION
IHA THEME LEADS: MATHIS ROGNER | GREG TRACZ
THEME 2
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Monday 21 May
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THEME 2

MONDAY 21

14:00 15:15

Financing the
energy transition
Developing economies will require large-scale
infrastructure investments to achieve Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and the Paris Agreement.
The New Climate Economy report estimates suggest
that the world will need to invest $90 trillion in new
and replacement infrastructure by 2030, whether
under a business-as-usual growth pathway or a lowcarbon pathway.
Overall, this will require $6 trillion a year, about
double current levels of investment. About 70 percent
of such investment will be needed in developing
countries; of this, roughly 30 percent in the energy
sector (NCE 2017).
This session will present strategies, challenges and
advice from financial institutions taking an active part
in the energy transition around the world.

Roger Gill,
Vice-President, IHA
Chen Sunjiao
Director General, Project Appraisal
Department , China Development Bank
Pravin Karki
Lead, Hydropower & Dams
World Bank Group
Adam Lv
Product Director, Global Power
and Energy Sector, ICBC

Chen Guanfu
Executive Vice-President
Power China International Group Ltd.

THEME 3

MONDAY 21

Focus on: sustainability tools
In addition to energy security and improved access,
the ongoing global transition is designed to minimise
environmental impacts and increase overal benefits
to society.
How can we ensure that energy systems, from
the point of view of generation, transmission and
distribution are as sustainable as they can be?
Looking at the example of the hydropower sector,
where tools to guide sustainability are being
developped, this session will seek to offer answers to
policy- and decision-makers.

Richard Taylor
CEO, International
Hydropower Association

15:4517:00

Chen Shiun
Vice-President of Research and Development
Sarawak Energy Bhd. (Malaysia)
Óli Sveinsson
Executive Vice-President, R&D
Landsvirkjun (Iceland)
Elisa Xiao
Independent Accredited Assessor
Hydropower Sustainability Assessment Protocol
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THEME 4
Enabling storage
technologies and policies
Electricity storage may reduce the costs of system
operation by shifting excess supply to periods of peak
demand. It can also provide a range of critical system
services.
Storage can offer a broad variety of advantages and
benefits to asset owners, grid operators, electricity
producers and consumers. This importance will only
grow as variable renewable energies increase their
share in power grids. While the need to increase
storage capacity globally is widely accepted, energy
storage expansion is struggling as markets and
policies are currently failing to adequately reward
storage technologies for the services rendered.
The increasing contributions of wind and solar to
power grids is depressing the price gap between peak
and off-peak electricity, removing the main source of
revenue for storage technologies.

Lin Mingshan
Chairman of the Board, State Grid Xinyuan Co., Ltd
Stephen Lewis
CEO, Voith Hydro China
Christian Pluess
Head of Generation, Alpiq
Maryse François
Technical leader, GE
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TUESDAY 22

09:3010:45
Despite technological innovation and economies of
scale dramatically reducing battery costs, pumped
storage remains the most cost effective large-scale
energy storage option currently available. It is clear,
however, that taking advantage of the wide range
of services offered by the suite of emerging energy
storage technologies, including innovations in
pumped storage technologies, will be necessary to
achieve the energy transition.
This session will discuss how policies and markets
need to change in order to unlock energy storage
utilisation in developed markets, and spur future
growth in developing economies.

Beijing forum on hydropower &

future energy
systems

THEME 5

TUESDAY 22

11:1512:30

Making renewable hybrid
systems work from single
project to virtual power plants
A fundamental change governing the structure
of power systems is at hand as systems transition
from centralised generation to a future with greater
share of distributed generation from a symphony
of renewable sources. One of the major issues
facing future energy systems is the dependence on
the availability of the resource, i.e. wind speed or
solar irradiance. Individual sources cannot provide
continuous power supply to meet demand because
of uncertainty and intermittency.
Renewable energy resources can thus be integrated
to form hybrid systems which can provide firm or
dispatchable power resulting in economic, social and
environmental benefits.
Some hybrid systems use hydropower’s flexibility
to balance variable renewable supply, ensuring a

firm capacity for the grid and reducing spinning
reserve requirements. Other hybrid systems may
include adding generation to existing systems, taking
advantage of existing infrastructure and creating
new revenue streams. Hybrid systems can exist at all
scales, from integrated infrastructure to colocation.
With the help of a widely integrated grid, virtual
power plants consisting of a centralised IT control
system can also link together multiple distributed
energy resources and consumers. Operators can then
smoothly integrate multiple renewable energy units
into existing systems by offering utilities firm and
flexible power supply.
This session seeks to explore the technical and
economic characteristics of various hybrid and
virtual power plant solutions, discussing potential for
replication.

Antoine Badinier
Vice-President, Hydro, EDF
Yang Yongjiang
Senior Advisor, China Society for Hydropower Engineering
Roland Roesch
Deputy Director, IRENA Technology Centre
Wang Haimin
Deputy General Manager, Hydropower and New Energies, SPIC
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PART 3

REGIONAL

SYSTEMS
THEME SUPPORTER: GEIDCO
IHA THEME LEAD: DAVID SAMUEL
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THEME 6

THEME 7

Regional
perspectives on
interconnections

Enabling
power systems
in Africa

Tuesday 22 May
13:30-14:45

Tuesday 22 May
15:15-17:00
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THEME 6

TUESDAY 22

13:3014:45

Scaling up renewable energy
systems: regional perspectives
on interconnections

Transmission interconnections are imperative to link
renewable resources with demand centres. Scaling
up renewables usage requires the exploitation
of resources that are increasingly further from
the customers they supply. At the regional level,
interconnections can improve energy security,
providing an additional source of supply if needed.
Interconnections can capture synergies between
adjacent power systems and grid infrastructure,
adding flexibility by expanding the area over which
supply and demand are balanced.
For example, a wet season can lead to a surplus
of hydro generation in one region, which may
correspond to high demand in another. Or a grid with
high penetration of intermittent renewables, can
link up to a system with additional flexible supply or
storage resources.

Different types of interconnector projects exist,
depending for example on transmission distance,
technology type and commercial arrangement
between partners.
Project development though is often challenged by
a lack of institutional capacity required to navigate
the technical complexity and cost. There can also be
disagreements over how benefits and risks are shared
among stakeholders.
This session aims to improve understanding of the
technical, legal and business frameworks needed to
make interconnection projects and regional power
pools successful. By bringing experts and decisionmakers facing similar challenges across different
regions, this session aims to improve our common
understanding of benefits sharing and way to
overcome barriers to development.

Zhou Yuanbing
Director-General, Economic & Technology Research Institute, GEIDCO
Edgardo Calderón
Secretary General, Central American Electrical Interconnection System
Nick Wright
Vice-President, Sarawak Energy Bhd.
Biswa Dhoj Joshi
Project Director, Upper Arun Hydroelectric Project
Nepal Electricity Authority
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THEME 7

TUESDAY 22

15:1517:00

Scaling up renewable energy
systems: enabling power
systems in Africa
Ambitious plans for renewable energy development
and regional interconnections are drawing attention
to Africa, a continent endowed with abundant
renewable energy resources, where two thirds of
the population still lacks access to modern energy
services.
Using Inga 3, one of the most iconic projects of
the African Union’s programme for infrastructure
development as a starting point, this session will
explore the progress made to date and the remaining
barriers to unlock renewable energy potential in
Africa.
A particular focus will be on international
transmission systems, which can give large-scale
hydropower generators an export opportunity,
and provide large consumers with access to a new
wholesale energy market.

In parts of Africa, where countries may not have
enough domestic off-takers, a power pool can
justify the development of untapped hydropower
resource through export contracts; which is also
a revenue-generating activity for the country.
Regional electricity markets can benefit from greater
competition between connected generators,
meaning the benefits of affordable, low carbon and
more efficient generation in one area can be spread
more widely.
But to realise regional initiatives, there needs to be
effective international cooperation, and a shared
understanding of the mutual benefits available to
participating countries and organisations.
A broader theme for the discussion will be to
understand the conditions needed to move regional
schemes forward.

Keynote address
Bruno Kapandji
Minister, Agency for the Development and Promotion of Grand Inga
Segomoco Scheppers
Senior General Manager, ESKOM
Mosad Elmissiry
Senior Energy Advisor, NEPAD
Chi Zhenbo
Assistant President, CTG International
Song Fulong
Director, Power System Planning Division
GEIDCO
Yan Bingzhong
Director of International Cooperation Department
China Renewable Energy Engineering Institute (CREEI)
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Summary
The Inga 3 and Grand Inga projects are both
PIDA Priority Action Plan (PIDA-PAP) projects
and flagship projects in Agenda 2063. Thus,
with the realisation of Inga3, for the first time in
Africa, we will generate electricity of more than
10 000 MW to be transported by a network of
interconnecting transmission lines.
The Inga3 project has seen the ADPI-DRC Agency
go through tender processes and bringing on
board Americano-Iberic partners and Chinese
groups to form a consortium to present an
optimised common offer on the High-Fall, with
production power of between 10,000 MW and
12,000 MW. The initial cost of the Inga3 project,
estimated at US$12 billion will be revised,
while financing will be through a public-private
partnership. The actual production of electricity is
projected for 2021.

Recent developments
In August 2017, with the support of NEPAD, a
new vision for the promotion of Grand Inga
and Inga3, based on an integrated project
approach that contributes to the socio-economic
development of the DRC, the sub-region and the
continent of Africa was also agreed upon.
The DRC and South Africa have already signed
a power purchase agreement for 2500 MW. The
DRC and the countries in Central Africa are also in
the process of establishing more Power Purchase
Agreements. Power purchase agreements will
also have to be signed between the DRC and the
countries through which the transmission lines
will pass on the way to South Africa.

CONCLUSION
Hydropower and international cooperation
around energy systems: lessons for the
World Hydropower Congress

TUESDAY 22

17:0017:15
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Speakers
biographies

Antoine Badinier
Vice-President
Development
EDF Hydro Generation

Antoine Badinier has been vicepresident development of EDF Hydro
Generation and Engineering since
June 2014. He is in charge of assets
and concession contract management,
environmental and water aspects and
development.

of EDF, covering a wide range of
aspects such as strategy, synergies,
internal control and audit, governance
policy of the affiliated companies out
of France (except UK), and contributing
to a number of development and
acquisition projects.

He was previously synergies
coordination vice-president of
corporate finances for the EDF Group.

He has 35 years of experience in the
energy sector, mainly in gas (four years
on a production field in Algeria, four
years in Gaz de France R&D, five years in
Gaz Metropolitain, Canada) electricity
(local distribution) and international
joint project development.

Until mid-2010, Antoine Badinier was
strategy and business lines vicepresident at the international division

Edgardo Alfredo Calderón is Executive
Secretary of the Board of Directors
of the Regional Electricity Market of
Central America.

Edgardo Calderón
Secretary General
Central American
Electrical Interconnection
System (SIEPAC)
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He is an electrical engineer with
a master’s degree in Business
Administration with more than 37 years’
experience in the areas of: regulation of
electric markets; operation, operational
safety and electrical systems planning;
SCADA / EMS systems; project
management infrastructure, consulting
and information technology; business
management and international

cooperation; electrical engineering
design and university teaching.
He has also worked as Manager of the
Executing Unit of the SIEPAC Project,
Technical Deputy Director of the
Executive Hydroelectric Commission
of the Rio Lempa (CEL), Engineering
Manager, Manager of Computer
Systems, Director of Boards of
Distribution Companies and President
of the Institute of Engineers in
Electricity and Electronics (IEEE) Section
El Salvador.

Beijing forum on hydropower &
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Chen Guanfu
Executive Vice-President
Power China
International Group Ltd.

Colin Clark
Chief Technical Officer
Brookfield Renewable
Energy Group

Mosad Elmissiry
Senior Energy Advisor
NEPAD

Chen Guanfu, PhD, is the Executive Vice
President of Power China International
Group Limited, has worked as Vice
president of Hydro China Corporation,
CEO of Hydro China International and
is a member of the Council of Global
Water Partnership China. He is also
Deputy Director of China Engineering
Technical Standard Committee under
CHINCA, Senior Specialist of CEPEMA,
Committee Member of CSHE, and
Visiting Professor of Dalian Maritime
University.

Dr. Chen was involved in the marketing,
project development, investment
& financing, construction and O&M
management of international
hydropower, other renewable energy,
water, waste-to-power, thermal power,
and infrastructure projects such as
railway, highway, port and airport, and
has organized the technical work of
national master planning and market
study of power for 116 countries in
Africa, Asia, South America and Eastern
Europe as the leading expert, among
other accomplishments.

Colin Clark is chief technical officer
of Brookfield Renewable Energy
Group, where he provides global
oversight and counsel concerning all
engineering and technical affairs of the
group. He was formerly executive vice
president and chief technical officer
of Brookfield Renewable Power Inc.,
senior vice-president operations of
Brookfield Power, and president and
CEO of Great Lakes Power Limited
and Lake Superior Power. He was
previously superintendent of stations
and metering at Ottawa Hydro, and

engineer of Gananoque Light & Power
Ltd.
Colin has more than 30 years of
experience as an engineer and
executive in all areas of electric
power utilities operations. He has
also had responsibility for the design,
construction, and evaluation of many
electric power generation, transmission
and distribution projects.France.
He has 35 years of experience in the
energy sector, mainly in gas, electricity
(local distribution) and international
joint project development.

Mosad M. Elmissiry is Senior Energy
Advisor to CEO, New Partnership for
Africa’s Development (NEPAD). He is a
professorial chair holder in electrical
engineering and a fellow member of
the Institute of Electrical Engineers and
Technology, UK and the South African
Institute of Electrical Engineers.

him to play a leading role in facilitating
the developing and implementation
of regional energy programmes and
projects using NEPAD’s resources. He
is currently heavily involved in the
implementation of the ambitious
African Energy Infrastructure
Programme up to 2040, known as PIDA.
In addition to this he is orchestrating
NEPAD’s leading roles in facilitating the
implementation of Africa Power Vision
(APV) from vision to reality.

Before joining NEPAD, he held the
positions of the Director of the
Energy Technology Institute, SIRDC,
Zimbabwe and also the founding Dean
of the Faculty of Engineering, BUIST,
Botswana. His current positions require
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Maryse Francois is the hydrotechnology
leader at GE Renewable Energy. She
was previously Senior Vice President
R&D, Alstom Renewable, Alstom.

Maryse François
Technical Leader, GE
Renewable Energy

GE Renewable Energy is a $10 billion
start-up that brings together one of the
broadest product and service portfolios
of the renewable energy industry.
Combining onshore and offshore wind,
hydro and innovative technologies
such as concentrated solar power
and more recently turbine blades,

Roger Gill is Vice President of IHA and
Principal Consultant for Hydro Focus
PTY, specialising in providing advice
on the sustainable development of
renewable energy projects and the
efficient operation of renewable energy
businesses.

Roger Gill
Vice-President, IHA

Roger Gill has over 30 years of
experience in the renewable energy
sector. He has a particular interest in
the development of renewable energy
in Central and South East Asia, Africa
and South America.

Dr Jia Jinsheng is the Vice President
and Secretary General of the Chinese
National Committee on Large Dams
(CHINCOLD)
In 2009, he was elected as President of
ICOLD and is now one of its honorary
presidents.
Jia Jinsheng
Vice-President and
Secretary General,
CHINCOLD
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Since 1990, He has devoted himself to
the design, construction, rehabilitation
and research of more than 200 dam
projects both home and abroad,
including the China Three Gorges,

GE Renewable Energy has installed
more than 400+ gigawatts capacity
globally to make the world work better
and cleaner. With more than 22,000
employees present in more than 55
countries, GE Renewable Energy is
backed by the resources of the world’s
first digital industrial company.

Prior to embarking on his consulting
practice in 2007, Roger was
executive general manager at Hydro
Tasmania directly responsible for the
operations and trading of 2,300 MW of
hydropower in the Australian electricity
market. He also has management
experience in the development of
several wind farms in Australia.
He is currently a non-executive director
of several corporations in Australia
related to renewable energy, irrigation
and rail transport services, including
Pacific Hydro Pty Ltd.

Xiaolangdi, Ertan and South-to-North
Water Diversion projects.
He has been awarded four national
prizes in technique progress and
more than ten ministerial prizes for
his excellent professional work. He
was also recognised by the Brazilian
Committee on Dams and Indian
National Committee on Large Dams for
his contribution to dam construction
and hydropower development.

Beijing forum on hydropower &

future energy
systems
Blanca Jiménez Cisneros, Prof., PhD,
Certified Environmental Engineer
with master and PhD degrees in
Water, has 35 years of professional
experience in academia. Currently, she
is the Secretary for the International
Hydrological Programme and the
Director of Water Sciences at UNESCO.
Blanca Jiménez
Cisneros
Director of the Division of
Water Sciences, UNESCO

Bruno Kapandji Kalala
Minister & Head,
ADPI-RDC

Throughout her career she has held
leading positions at governmental
organisations as well as scientific and
professional national and international
organisations, often being the first
women/Latin American person to hold
the position.
Blanca has produced over 487
Bruno Kapandji Kalala’s career has
spanned 40 years, and has taken him
from the heart of government in
charge of creating an integrated rural
development centre for the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC), as well
as being appointed minister of water
resources and electricity, to his current
position as minister in charge of the
development and promotion of the
Great Inga (ADPI-RDC).
He also held the post of CFO for the
National Electricity Company as well
as heading the Diplomatic Mission for

Pravin Karki has over 25 years of
professional experience relating to
hydropower and water resources,
mainly in hydropower engineering,
international policy and academic
research.

Pravin Karki
Global Lead, Hydropower
& Dams, World Bank
Group

He completed his bachelor’s degree
in water resources and hydraulic
structures from the Czech Technical
University followed by an MSc in

publications in scientific journals, books
and conferences, and has been the
author of Mexican and in-ternational
standards and patents on water. She
is responsible for 192 research and
innovation projects.
She has received several honours
and awards in Mexico and at the
international level, she has received
the Global Water Award granted by the
International Water Association (IWA)
in 2010 and in 2002 the Royal Polar
Star presented by the King Gustaf of
Sweden. She served on the Nominating
Committee for the Stockholm Water
Prize (2007-2012).
the Central Africa Power Pool, its aim
being to implement energy policies
to ensure the electricity supply to the
10 member States of the Economic
community of Central African States.
Inspired by this work, Bruno Kapandji
Kalala created a foundation which aids
rural populations and provides energy
services to them.
Bruno Kapandji Kalala has been praised
for his great management skills in
both public and private affairs, and
for his work in launching the Atlas for
Renewable Energies in the DRC.

hydropower engineering from
Norway. He graduated with a MPhil
in engineering for sustainable
development from Darwin College,
Cambridge University, UK.
He joined the World Bank in 2008 and
currently leads the Global Solutions
Group on Hydropower & Dams in the
Energy and Extractives Practice of the
World Bank.
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Stephen Lewis
President, Voith
Hydro China

Stephen Lewis, the president of Voith
Hydro China since October 2015, has
a long and successful service in the
international power sectors for both
Power Generation and Transmission
& Distribution. With over 20 years in
executive leadership roles within both
commercial and operations and more
than 10 years of engineering expertise,
Mr. Stephen Lewis brings professional
insight of the power development
sector in a cross culture environment.
Before joining Voith, Stephen was
Alstom President for Malaysia,
Philippines and Taiwan, and earlier

Adam Lv (Shenghai) is the Product
Director of Global Power and Energy
Sector, Global Finance Department
of ICBC Head Office, Intermediate
Economist and Intermediate Engineer,
Master of Engineering.

Adam Lv
Product Director,
ICBC

This department focuses on all crossborder financing businesses which
includes core products, such as export
credit, resources backed structured
finance, M&A finance, international
syndication, overseas project finance,
overseas project contract finance,
cross-border RMB financing which
complement ICBC’s global network and

Paulo Afonso Maranhão Faria holds the
position of Advisor to the Executive
Technical Director, Brazil at Itaipu
Binational, the world´s largest producer
of clean, renewable energy.

Paulo Afonso Maranhão
Advisor to the Executive
Technical Director, Brazil,
Itaipu Binacional
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He holds an Electrical Engineer degree
and a Telecommunications Specialist
degree from the Federal University of
Paraná, Brazil. From Ohio University,
USA, he holds a graduate Master of
Business Administration degree.

Vice President for Global Power Sales
& Marketing; Alstom President Taiwan,
2012-2015
Alstom Grid, Vice President China, 20092012; Areva T&D, General Manager,
Suzhou High Voltage Switchgear,
building the factory from a green
field site, 2003-2009, among other
responsibilities.
Stephen was born in 1962 and was
educated in the UK, graduating from
Leeds University with a Degree in
Mechanical Engineering in 1984. He is
married with two children.

comprehensive financial services.
Mr. Lv has served in HEC (Harbin
Electric Corporation) for 6 years and
in ICBC for almost 3 years and he is
experienced in power finance, export
credit, and other fields.
He was in charge of project finance
or export credit for Ethiopia’s Gibe III
1187MW hydropower plant, Vietnam
Thang Long 2x300MW thermal power
plant, Egypt 3x50MW PV solar power
station, Laos smart grid project, among
other responsibilities.

In his career he has held executive
positions with Telepar (Telecommunications Company of Paraná), HP
(Hewlett Packard) and Siemens,
among others, in Brazil and abroad. His
expertise lies in the areas of technical
sales and market-ing; international
sales and business development for
technology-based businesses; and
institutional relations.

Lin Mingshan, professor of engineering,
is currently the chairman of the board
of State Grid Xinyuan Co., Ltd, as well as
an executive member of China Society
for Hydropower Engineering and a
committee member of Global Energy
Interconnection Development and
Cooperation Organization (GEIDCO).
Lin Mingshan
Chairman of the Board,
State Grid Xinyuan
Co., Ltd.

years, and has been in leading positions
of several power generation enterprises
successively. He organised to establish
the professional technology committee
of pumped storage power plants,
which is engaged in the technology
promotion and innovation of pumped
storage power plants.

He has specialised in the construction,
production and management of power
generation enterprises for the past 35

Christian has headed up the Hydro
Power unit at Alpiq since February
2014. In this role he is responsible for
the operation of 30 power production
sites in Switzerland and France totalling
4000 MW. Before joining Alpiq he was
Managing Director of a natural gas
trading and distribution company and
also held positions as Director General

of the Swiss Meteorological Service.
He holds a PhD in Geophysics from
ETH Zur-ich and completed executive
education pro-grams with the
University of Chicago and Harvard
Business School. He is married, has two
children and lives near Zurich, Switzerland.

Dr. Roland Roesch is Deputy Director
of the International Renewable Energy
Agency (IRENA) Innovation and
Technology Center (IITC) and Professor
for Energy Economics at the University
of Darmstadt.

Roland has extensive business
experience in energy markets, energy
economics and energy strategies,
renewable integration management,
energy project development and
project financing. He currently leads
the IRENA Renewable Energy Project
Development activities known as
IRENA Project Navigator, and IRENAs
work related to Renewable Energy
Technology Innovation.

Christian Pluess
MD, Hydropower, Alpiq AG,
Switzerland

Roland Roesch
Deputy Director,
IRENA Innovation and
Technology Center

Chen Sunjiao
Deputy Director General
(Project Appraisal Dpt. 1)
China Development Bank

Roland worked for 15 years in the
Oil&Gas and Utilities Industry for Shell
and E.ON in his last position as General
Manager Power at Shell and for E.ON as
Head of Division.

Mr. Chen Sunjiao is Deputy Director
General of Project Appraisal
Department I, China Development
Bank, and senior engineer of
hydroelectric engineering. Mr. Chen
has successively worked in the China
Ministry of Electric Power, the National
Energy Investment Company and China
Development Bank, since 1985. He
has been engaged in the business of

investment and financing of electric
power projects for most of his career,
specialize in the risk evaluation and
credit management of electric power
industry.
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Mathis joined the hydropower
development work programme of IHA
in 2014. His work focuses on building
and sharing knowledge on global
hydropower development, including
identifying trends in investments,
policies, activities and market
dynamics.
Mathis Rogner
Senior Analyst
IHA

Mathis holds a Master’s degree in
environmental technology from
Imperial College London and a

David joined IHA's knowledge building
team in October 2017. His work focuses
on building and sharing knowledge
on global hydropower, working on
topics such as plant modernisation and
regional interconnection.

David Samuel
Analyst
IHA

Before joining IHA, David worked as
Development Engineer at a global
engineering consultancy, WSP |

Richard M Taylor, a fellow of the Energy
Institute (UK), has been involved in
the hydropower sector since 1985. He
became a founding board member
of IHA in 1995, and has served as the
association’s executive director since
2001.

Richard Taylor
Chief Executive Officer
IHA

Richard has written and edited
numerous technical papers and
periodicals on water and energy, and

Greg Tracz joined IHA in 2009 and
now leads business development and
strategic outreach for the association.

Greg Tracz
Chief Development
Officer, IHA
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He contributes to the definition
and implementation of initiatives
to increase value for members, and
supervises the delivery of key projects,
such as the World Hydropower
Congress. In this role, he is responsible
for directing marketing and
communications, as well as managing

Bachelor’s degree from McGill
University in Montreal. He worked
previously at the International Institute
for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA),
where he concentrated on climate
change and energy systems research.
He has contributed to major climate
and energy reports such as the IPCC 5th
Assessment report, the Global Energy
Assessment and the Austrian Panel on
Climate Change Assessment report.

Parsons Brinckerhoff, in thermal power
generation. He focused on plant
performance, cost and due diligence
studies of IPP power projects, and also
on techno-economic analysis for the UK
Industry Decarbonisation Roadmaps
2050. He also worked at on mechanical
storage innovation at Highview Power
(UK).

has been engaged in United Nations
initiatives on water (WWDR and UNEP),
energy (UNIDO and UNDESA) and
climate change (UNESCO and IPCC).
He has also participated in the work of
the International Renewable Energy
Alliance, World Bank, International
Energy Agency, World Energy Council
and World Water Council.

the sponsorship and partnership
programmes. He holds a masters’
degrees in political science from
Sciences Po (Paris) and a master’s in
environmental law from Paris-Sorbonne
University.
Prior to IHA, Greg has worked in climate
and energy-related positions in France
and the United States.

Segomoco Scheppers
Senior General Manager
ESKOM

Chen Shiun
VIce-President for R&D
Sarawak Energy Bhd.

Segomoco is the head of Eskom’s
Southern African Energy operating unit,
which focuses on Eskom international
electricity trading and business
development primarily in the SADC
region.

Committee, and serves on the Boards
of the Southern African Power Pool
(SAPP), Eskom Uganda Ltd (EUL),
Trans Africa Projects (TAP) as well
as IHA (International Hydropower
Association).

His career in Eskom includes
transmission operations &
maintenance, project management,
transmission system planning and
investment analysis. He is a member
of the Eskom Management Operations

Segomoco is a Professional Engineer,
and his qualifications include a BSc
Elec. Eng. (Heavy Current) and an
MBA, both from Wits University,
Johannesburg.

Dr Chen Shiun is the Vice President for
Research & Development at Sarawak
Energy Berhad, the electrical power
utility group in the state of Sarawak,
Malaysia.

was tasked to set up a research and
development portfolio for the electric
utility group.

He holds a B. Eng. (EEE) and Ph.D.
(Power Systems) degrees from the
University of Canterbury, New Zealand.
Before joining Sarawak Energy in 2008,
he was an associate professor with
Nanyang Technological University
in Singapore. In Sarawak Energy, he

Biswa Joshi holds a B.SC Civil
Engineering from India (1984) and
Post Graduate from IHE Delft, the
Netherlands in 1987 (both with
distinction), and has been working with
the Nepal Electricity Authority since
1984.

Biswa Dhoj Joshi
Project Director, Nepal
Electricity Authority

Biswa has 34 years of professional
experience in the field of identification,

Song Fulong is the Power System
Planning Division I Director for the
Global Energy Interconnection
Development and Cooperation
Organization (GEIDCO).

Song Fulong
Power System Planning
Division I, GEIDCO

He is mainly engaged in research and
development of energy and power
development strategies, power system
planning and design, clean energy

He is also responsible for the rural
electrification agenda in Sarawak that
includes the deployment of new grid
designs, and solar/microhydro hybrid
micro grid systems. He is active in
technical working groups, government
task forces and research panels related
to these subjects.

planning and design of hydropower
projects.
He has been engaged in the studies
of power projects from identification
stage to the detail engineering design
phase of run-of the river and storage
projects. At present he is working as
the Project Director of the Upper Arun
Hydroelectric Project of NEA.

development and delivery, and
economic evaluation.
He has conducted research and
development of global clean energy
resources, development planning
for large-scale clean energy bases,
and Global Energy Interconnection
Backbone Grid Research.
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Óli Sveinsson
Executive Vice-President,
R&D, Landsvirkjun

Wang Haimin
Deputy General Manager,
Hydropower & New
Energies, SPIC

Oli G.B. Sveinsson is the executive vice
president of R&D at Landsvirkjun, the
National Power Company of Iceland. He
has a degree in physics from University
of Iceland (1995) and MSc (1998) and
PhD (2002) degrees in civil engineering,
specialising in hydrological processes,
from Colorado State University. He
did postgraduate work (2002-2004)
at the International Research Institute
for Climate Prediction, Columbia
University.

Since 2004 he has worked for
Landsvirkjun or its subsidiaries, first as
a department head for engineering
research and, since end of 2010, as
executive vice president of R&D.

Mr. WANG Haimin, aged 53, is the
Deputy General Manager, Dept. of
Hydropower and New Energies, State
Power Investment Corporation Limited
(SPIC). He manages the wind and solar
power segments of the company.

after research programs in electric
power. Before that, Mr. Wang was the
Chief Engineer and then Vice President
of CPI Xinjiang Energy and Chemical
Industries, where he was in charge
of the preliminary development of
coal, thermal power, hydropower, new
energies and coal chemicals projects.

Mr. Wang was previously the Vice
President of SPIC Beijing Electric Power,
overseeing production safety of new
energy projects. During 2013 and 2015,
he served as the Vice President of CPI
Science Research Institute, looking

Nick Wright joined Sarawak Energy in
June 2010. As Vice President of Business
Development, he led the negotiation of
the Power Exchange Agreement with
Indonesian na-tional utility Perusahaan
Listrik Negara (PLN) governing the
interconnection between Sa-rawak and
West Kalimantan, which commenced
operation in early 2016.
Nick Wright
Vice-President
Sarawak Energy Bhd.
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He is also leading the negotiation of
similar agreements for Sarawak to
export power to Brunei and Sabah, and
recently closed a deal with Malaysia’s
national oil company PETRONAS to
supply 250 million standard cubic feet

Dr Sveinsson is a board member of the
International Hydropower Association
(IHA) and a member of the Energy
Policy and Generation Committee of
Eurelectric.

Mr. Wang holds a Bachelor’s degree in
Thermal Energy and Power Engineering
from Xi’an Jiaotong University.

a day of natural gas to Sara-wak. For
the four years prior to joining Sara-wak
Energy, Nick was the Senior Advisor
for Energy, Water and Mining to the
Minister for Energy and Resources,
Tasmania.
Nick holds a Master of Business
Administra-tion (MBA) from the
Graduate School of Business, University
of New England. He also has a Bachelor
of Arts (with First Class Hon-ours) in
Government and Economic Policy,
as well as a Bachelor of Laws, from
University of Tasmania.

Beijing forum on hydropower &

future energy
systems
Elisa Xiao specialises in environmental
social and health impact assessments,
resettlement planning, environmental
and social (E&S) due diligence review
and assessment.

Elisa Xiao
Sustainability Consultant
and Accredited
Assessor, Hydropower
Sustainability Assessment
Protocol

As an Accredited Assessor for
the International Hydropower
Sustainability Assessment Protocol she
has undertaken assessments in Croatia,
Columbia, Nepal, Vietnam and Laos
for hydropower projects at different
development phases.

Yan Bingzhong, Professorship Senior
Engineer and Director of International
Business Department at the China
Renewable Energy Engineering
Institute (CREEI)
has been engaged in the planning
and policy research in terms of water
resources, hydropower and new energy
for many years.
Yan Bingzhong
Director, International
Cooperation
Department, CREEI

Yang Yongjiang
Senior Advisor,
CSHE

He served as the deputy director
of the planning department and
deputy director of scheduling
department. Now, He is the director
of the department of international
cooperation.

Elisa has over 15 years of international
experience in impact assessment
and risk management, and has
provided strategic advice and
training to both public and private
sector clients on managing the E&S
issues and sustainability risks of their
operations. She has led over 40 impact
assessments, 50 resettlements and E&S
due diligence projects for power sector
and extractive, renewable energy
industries. Her experience spans 16
countries across Asia Pacific, Africa,
South America and Europe.

He organised a series of important
research projects and studies that
gained national prizes and attracted
extensive attention worldwide,
including: China's national hydropower
development strategy; Hydropower
electricity pricing mechanism study;
the Twelfth Five-year and the 13th
Five-year plans of hydropower
development; Pumped storage and
wind power hybrid operation study;
energy planning for China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor; China-Africa energy
cooperation innovation research.

Yang Yongjiang from CSHE, is a senior
engineer with postgraduate degree
and has been involved in the power
sector for more than 30 years.

management in hydro, wind and solar
sector and gets involved in many
hydro power projects in initial planning
stage both at home and abroad.

Mr. Yang has served in former State
Energy Investment Company, State
Development Bank and China
Resources Power Holdings Co, Ltd
before working as senior advisor in
CSHE.

Mr. Yang co-authored "Research
and Exploration of Marketization in
Power and Water Conservancy Sector"
(1996)and "China Water Strategy"
(2011). He has written numerous
publications such as Power Demand
from Perspective of China’s Economic
Development Stage.

Over the years, Mr. Yang has been
active in investment analysis, planning,
evaluation & supervision, credit and
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Zhou Yuanbing
Director-General, Economic
& Technology Research
Institute, GEIDCO

Zhou Yuanbing is Director-General
of the Economic & Technology
Research Institute at the Global Energy
Interconnection Development and
Cooperation Organization (GEIDCO);
Special allowance expert of the
State Council; Director at the China
Renewable Energy Association and
Member of the Expert Committee of
the Think Tank Alliance of the Stateowned enterprises.
Zhou Yuanbing’ research relates to
energy and electricity strategy and

Zhang Ye is President (Director-General)
of CSHE. He has been serving in the
power sector since 1982.
Mr Zhang graduated as an engineer
in hydraulic structure. He has been
holding leading positions in Sinohydro
Bureau 7th Co, Ltd, China Gezhouba
Group Co, and South to North Water

master-planning, energy policy, clean
energy and smart grid, energy interconnection. He has been in charge of
more than one hundred significant
research projects involving the 12th
and 13th five-year master-plan, the
integration of clean energy and the
power grid and the electricity market
research etc.
He has obtained more than 30 scientific
and technological achievements
awards.

Diversion Project Commission of the
State Council over the years.
Mr Zhang led the team conducting
researches on Technology on Open
Channel Closure of Three Gorges
which won first prize on Science
and Technology awarded by Hubei
Province.

Zhang Ye
President, CSHE

Mr. Chi Zhenbo joined China Three
Gorges Corporation in August 1984
and led the project management and
engineering supervision.

Chi Zhenbo
Assistant president and
professor-level senior
engineer of CTGI.

He has participated in the construction
management of the following
projects: Three Gorges Dam, Ankang
Hydropower Station, Shisanling
Pumped-storage Power Station,
Xiaoguanzi Hydropower Station and
Ziyili Hydropower Station. He is also the

Prof. Wang Yinan holds a Master
of Electro-mechanics and Ph.D of
Philosophy.
She is Professor at the Resources
and Environmental Policy Research
Institute, and has been studying the
sustainable development of energy
and environment of China.
Wang Yinan
Professor, Resources and
Environmental Policy
Research Institute
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"Giving hydropower development the
priority is the primary task of China’s
Energy Revolution."

registered chief supervising engineer
of national electric power system and
water conservancy system.
Mr. Chi led the preliminary technical
management of Mongtong
Hydropower Project (7,000MW) in
Myanmar in 2008, and the preliminary
technology and development
management studies of Inga 3
Hydropower project in the Democratic
Republic of Congo since 2014.

Organiser
and partners

Beijing forum on hydropower &
Beijing forum on hydropower &

future
future energy
energy
systems
systems

International Hydropower
Association
The International Hydropower Association (IHA) is
a not-for-profit organization established in 1995.
IHA seeks to advance sustainable hydropower by
building and sharing knowledge and good practices
among stakeholders from the water, energy and
climate sectors. With members active in more
than 100 countries, IHA is a non-governmental,
mutual association of organisations and individuals.
Its membership is open to all those involved in
hydropower.
Formed under the auspices of UNESCO in 1995, as a
forum to promote and disseminate good practice and

further knowledge about hydropower, today IHA has
a Central Office based in London and representative
offices in South America and China. In addition, IHA
currently has consultative and/or observer status with
all United Nations agencies addressing water, energy
and climate change.
The association is governed by a Board, which
comprises 18 elected members, up to six co-opted
members and one Chief Executive. The IHA President
and up to six Vice Presidents are selected from the
elected Board members.

Global Energy Interconnection
Development and Cooperation
Organization
The Global Energy Interconnection Development
and Cooperation Organization (GEIDCO), with
its permanent office in Beijing, China, is a nongovernmental, non-profit international organisation
among willing firms, associations, institutions and
individuals who are dedicated to promoting the
sustainable development of energy worldwide.
The purpose of GEIDCO is to promote the
establishment of a global energy interconnection
system (GEI), to meet the global demand for
electricity in a clean and green way, to implement the
United Nations Sustainable Energy for All and climate
change initiatives, and to serve the sustainable
development of humanity.

a GEI technical standards framework, organise
concerted and collaborative efforts in researches
and innovations, key studies, international
communication and cooperation, engineering project
implementation, provide consulting services, and
lead the development of GEI.
The founding of GEIDCO marks the transition of GEI
from a concept to strategy implementation. Looking
forward, GEI will promote south–south and south–
north cooperation, and help transform the resource
advantage into economic advantage in regions like
Asia, Africa and South America. This will help address
power shortages and poverty and narrow regional
gaps and differences.

GEIDCO will promote the concept of GEI, formulate
GEI development plans, promote the creation of
25

China Three Gorges Corporation
Founded in 1993, China Three Gorges Corporation
(CTG) has taken full responsibility for the construction
and operation of the Three Gorges Project (22.5 GW),
and four large-scale hydropower stations of Xiluodu
(13.86 GW), Xiangjiaba (6.4G W), Wudongde (10.2
GW) and Baihetan (16 GW) located in the upper
reaches of the Yangtze River.
CTG is a world leader in the production of clean
energy backed by a workforce of 35,000 people
and total assets of RMB 698.6 billion. The Group

is specialising in hydropower development and
operation, as well as in the development of new
energy like wind and solar in China and abroad.
With a total installed capacity of 124GW, 17.7GW of
which is overseas, CTG has become China’s largest
clean energy corporation and the world’s largest
hydropower enterprise, operating in 47 countries with
89 ongoing international contracts and investment
projects in Africa, Asia, Europe and the Americas.

China Society for Hydropower
Engineering
China Society for Hydropower Engineering (CSHE) is a
non-profit national academic and social organization
for hydropower engineering professionals under the
guidance of the China Association for Science and
Technology (CAST).

CSHE was founded in 1980 and has 40,000 individual
members, 203 corporate members including 22
provincial hydropower engineering societies, 30
professional committees, one working committee
and 48 academicians of Chinese Academy of Science
and Chinese Academy of Engineering.

China Institute for
Water Resources and
Hydropower Research
China Institute of Water Resources and Hydropower
Research (IWHR) is a national research institution
under the Ministry of Water Resources of China, and is
engaged in almost all the disciplines related to water
resources and hydropower research.
With over 60 years of development, IWHR has grown
into an indispensable think tank of the Chinese
government for decision making and a backbone
technical consultant in water related areas. It is at
the same time the host of multiple international
organizations or their Chinese branches, including
WASER, WASWAC, ICOLD, ICID, IAHR, GWP, IHA, ICFM
and ARRN.
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With 11 research departments and four affiliated
enterprises, IWHR is endowed with research capacity
in: hydrology and water resources; water environment
and ecology; flood control; drought relief and disaster
reduction; soil and water conservation; river and lake
management; water resources in rural and pastoral
areas; hydraulics; geotechnical engineering; hydraulic
structures and materials; earthquake engineering;
hydro machinery and electric equipment; automation;
engineering monitoring and examination; renewable
power resources; water history; and informatisation
and remote sensing technology.

Delivering on
the Paris Climate
Agreement and
the Sustainable
Development Goals

The power of water in a
sustainable, interconnected world
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